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                        your                                                                                
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                        Together we create the best solution to help your brand reach your desired goals.
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                Every story is unique and deserves their own approach

            


            
                We’d love to sit down with you and figure out what fits best for your brand and help guide you reach your desired results.
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                    Personalised Journey Model for potential clients                


                
                    Reaching and standing out to potential clients can be difficult nowadays. To do this Hatch decided to create a unique journey model for each client, showing what steps a client goes through when starting a project together with Hatch.
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                    Online motorcycle theory lessons                


                
                    Motorcycle theory lessons are often given in person on specific locations. As a result of this students are stuck to very limited options to study for their motorcycle theory exam.

 

Sneljemotortheorie allows users to follow a theory course online, giving them more freedom and opportunities to prepare for their theory exam.
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                    Personalised onboarding and integration guidance                


                
                    Onboarding can be an intimidating proces in which the company and the employee will face many challenges. To smoothen this proces Voyage offers guidance on the tedious administrative steps, employee integration/guidance and the communication between new and existing colleagues.
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                    Interested?                


                
                    Let's start a project together!                


                
                    


 















What's your name?




What's your e-mail




What's your phone number?




What's the name of your organisation?




What's your message?
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                                Contact details
                            


                            
                                
                                    Gijs van der Borg
                                

                                
                                    info@gijsworks.com                                
                                
                                    +31 6 82083650                                
                            

                        


                        
                            
                                Business details
                            


                            
                                
                                    KvK: 87396564                                

                                
                                    The Netherlands                                
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